
Good morning and welcome to today’s webinar. I’m Kamila Bazydlo, Vice-President 

of Commercial Real Estate here at RealtyMogul. We’re excited to talk about Tides 
on Oakland Hill Apartments located in Fort Worth, Texas. The purpose of today’s 

webinar is to allow Tides Equities to address some of the common questions 

that we’ve received from investors about the deal as well as give investors an 

opportunity to ask any additional questions they may have.

As we get started, I do want to provide some requisite disclosures. Today’s 

presentation is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities. 

Such an offer may only be made through the offering materials that are available 

on the RealtyMogul website. We are not attorneys, not CPAs, and not financial 

advisors. We encourage you to speak to your own advisors about the offering and 

the terms related to it. Everything you learn today is for informational purposes only. 

The information provided during the presentation, including information regarding 

targeted returns and investment performance, is provided by the sponsor of the 

investment opportunity and is subject to change. Forward-looking statements, 

hypothetical information or calculations, financial estimates, and targeted returns are 

inherently uncertain. None of the opinions expressed are the opinions of RealtyMogul. 

The investment opportunity we will discuss today is an illiquid investment into a real 

property, and you should be prepared to hold onto this investment for the long term. 

There’s no secondary market for this investment, and there’s no current liquidity for 

this investment. Direct and indirect purchases of real property involve significant risk, 

including but not limit limited to market risks, property-specific risks, environmental 

risks, and loss of capital. Investments are not insured by the FDIC, are not bank 

deposits, and they are not guaranteed by RealtyMogul and may lose bank value.
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So before I introduce the rest of the team, I wanted to acknowledge that the structure 

of today’s webinar will be a bit different from the first webinar that Tide Equities did 

for the Tides on Oakland Hills Apartments. Today’s webinar will not be giving an 

overview of the deal. So if you would like to review the business plan and financial 

structure in more detail, please refer to the offering documentations located on the 

RealtyMogul website.

All right. So now that we’ve got that out of the way, I’d like to introduce you guys to 

the guests today from Tides Equities, Sean Kia, Ryan Andrade, and Jason Beckstrom. 
Thank you guys for joining us. I’ll turn it over to you to give us a quick background on 

Tides Equities and Tides on Oakland Hill Apartments.

••••• 

Certainly. Thank you for having me. Tides Equities was founded by Ryan Andrade 

and myself in 2016. We set out to get rid of the conventional rules of real estate. We 

create a brand of real estate. Is there a background that people are hearing? Maybe 

if everyone else could mute themselves. I hear a slight echo. Great, much better.

So, yes, as I said earlier, it was founded in 2016 by Ryan and myself. We wanted to get 

rid of the conventional rules of thumb of real estate investing. So what we wanted 

to do is really create a brand of apartment renovation. We started with Phoenix, a 

market that we had a lot of conviction for. Brian and I are economists at heart. We’re 

always digging into data. So, we targeted a market that had strong rent growth, 

wage growth, population growth, and in migration metrics. Phoenix ranked top five 

in the nation in all four of those were across the country in 2016 at the time when we 

decided to buy in Phoenix.

So we decided to really not boil the ocean, focus on one micro location, and go big 

there. Since then we’ve been the most active buyer in Phoenix the past three years in 

a row. We have about 12,000 units there, and we decided to branch on and replicate 

that sort of streamlined business model that we created in Phoenix way back when 

and replicate it in similar markets with similar fundamentals, right? So similar job-

growth story, similar affordability story, similar wage growth, similar in migration 

story.

And two of those markets are Las Vegas and Dallas-Fort worth. And this deal in 

particular is in a market Fort Worth, DFW greater market, that we have a ton of 

scaling. We’re actually the number one most active buyer in the entire country, in 

all of Dallas-Fort Worth last year. So we owned just over 10,000 units in the market, 

and we’re very big on building out efficiencies and economies of scale and really 

creating that sort of rinse-and-repeat motto when doing real estate investing. So we 

always say, “Hey, groups have a platinum-scope renovation, a gold-tier renovation, a 

standard-tier renovation.” We said, “Let’s get rid of all that. Let’s do one standardized 

tier of renovation across all of our assets and across all of our markets.” We created 
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a big box of real estate, and everything that fits in that box we want to buy and we 

want to sort of implement our Tide scope renovation to. And we’re able to do that 

effectively in Phoenix. And now we’re doing that effectively in Vegas and in DFW as 

well.

••••• 

Right. And taking that one step further, we have built out a really impressive 

management team. So Jason Beckstrom on the call right now is actually our head 

of acquisitions. He’s actually based in Dallas-Fort Worth and is very in tune with 

the local knowledge of this area. This submarket, as Sean alluded to, is one that we 

have a ton of conviction for. We actually own five other properties within a one-mile 

radius, including a couple that you could just walk down the road to. So this is an 

area where... And this is very indicative of our strategy. We like to go in, have scale, 

and really minimize variables, minimizing risk to investors. So Jason Beckstrom, 

head of acquisitions, we have Noah Nudell and a full 20-person asset management 

team as well. And then we are vertically integrated, intertwined with our property 

construction management teams as well as that.

So every deal that we do is very much rinse and repeat. And so we have a lot of 

risk-adjusted returns there. With lower risks, your returns go up in conjunction with 

that risk that you’re taking on. In terms of historical transactions, as Sean Kia alluded 

to, we were the number most active buyer in Dallas-Fort Worth. We were actually 

the sixth most active buyer in the whole country last year. And really just focusing 

on three markets. We’re number three most active this year behind only Blackstone 

and BREIT, which are in another stratosphere. So we are very active, but it’s with 

prudence. And it’s when we find a property like Tides on Oakland Hills that meets all 

of our criteria that we go, “We know we’ve already done this. We’ve already seen this 

a million times. We’re going to do it again.” So that’s a big part of the credo here. We 

probably said it a bunch on our previous webinar. But as an investor listening, one 

point we really want to hammer home is that you’re getting the benefits of the scale 

and the experience that Tides Equities brings to the table.

••••• 

Awesome. Thank you. So as I briefly touched on, for today’s webinar we’d like to 

address some of the common questions that we’ve received from members about 

the deal as well as give investors an opportunity to ask any questions that they still 

may have. So if you have any questions for the Tides team, please feel free to type 

them into the chat box. And then with that we’ll get started. So Tides team, the first 
question that came up from a member is “What are the finalized terms for the debt 
financing?” Can you give a brief overview of what the expected terms are if they 
are not finalized?
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••••• 

Yeah, certainly I’ll go ahead and take that one. We’re actually with MF1. They’re a 

lender that has done, I want to say over 25 deals with us over the past 24 months. 

We borrowed over a billion dollars of debt from them in the past 12 months alone. 

We were their number one largest client across the country last year. And they have 

about $12 billion in assets under management. So they’re one of the largest debt-

fund players in the space, and we’re their number one borrower. So right now when 

there’s sort of times of uncertainty in the capital markets, we want to go with the 

sure thing, and that sure thing is MF1 Capital.

So on this deal, we’re doing a 75% levered loan. It’s roughly $31.7 million in loan 

proceeds. They’ll do an initial funding, and then they’ll hold down a hundred percent 

of our CapEx budget, and we’ll draw down on it. So there’s no neg-ARB on that. So 

we’re not paying interest on those CapEx dollars until we draw down on it. So for 

instance, let’s say we want to go in there and do the clubhouse. So we need $50,000 

for the clubhouse, let’s say $100,000 for the first batch of units. Well, we’ll go call 

up MF1 and say, “Hey, we want to submit a draw for that $150,000.” And then once 

we get that extra $150,000, that’s when we start paying interest on it. So really 

maximizing the dollars that we have and not paying interest on those renovation 

dollars until we actually need it.

And right now it’s a floating rate. So it’s a four and a quarter floating rate over one 

month SOFR. And SOFR’s at about 100 BPs right now. So it’s just over 5%, but we 

do have a rate cap in place so that if SOFR blows out, we’re all expecting the fed to 

hike rates again tomorrow by roughly 75 BPs. So we are expecting rates to increase. 

But what we’ve done strategically is we’ve implemented a rate cap so that if rates 

continue to hike, it’ll get capped at a certain point. And in this case, it’s roughly two 

and a half. So if one month’s SOFR ever goes higher than that two and a half, which 

it likely will in the next 12 months realistically, we are basically fixed. So it’s a fixed-

rate loan at that point, and it can never go above that. So we do have the downside 

protection, but we also have the flexibility of having that floating-rate prepay, which 

allows us to get out of a deal and sell it and call it 12 to 15 months if market conditions 

allow us to do so at that time for a big return.

••••• 

Sean, can you touch on the term of the loan. Is that a three year, two year?

The term of the loan, I think you’re asking about, it’s a three-year loan with two one-

year extensions. And those are free extensions with MF1. So we have plenty of this is 

smaller property. We intend to get through the renovations within two years actually. 

So we should have plenty of time to get there. And the business plan really calls 

for a shorter window, but it is worth noting that we do have the ability once we get 
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through our renovations. We see so much net operating income growth by bringing 

on those higher rents. And also all of our management practices that, while plan A 

is to sell and transact on this asset, once we get to 100% stabilized, we could also, if 

we’re in a defensive scenario or something, we can do a cash-out refinance or at least 

cash-neutral refinancing into lower leverage debt as well. So we have optionality.

••••• 

Awesome. What kind of tenancy laws are in place in Texas? Can tenants pay partial 
rent to avoid eviction and are there restrictions on how much rent can be raised?

••••• 

Yeah, that’s a great question. There are actually tenancy laws in Texas but only as it 

pertains to low-income and affordable housing. More particular, owner operator will 

apply for state income tax credits for their tenants. Tides at Oakland Hills is a market-

rate asset. So all the rents are set at market rates so there are no caps. So we are not 

subject to any other tenancy laws as it refers to low-income and affordable housing, 

as I mentioned.

••••• 

Do you have any concerns about the cost and materials rising and therefore 
increasing your renovation costs?

••••• 

Yeah, that’s a great question. So what we’ve done here at Tides is we’ve sort of taken 

that assembly line approach to real estate investing, as I mentioned earlier. So we 

have this same exact materials that we use in Phoenix as we do in Dallas-Fort Worth, 

as we do in Vegas. So we have the same exact quartz countertops, same appliances, 

same refrigerators, same flooring, same paint, et cetera. So we buy in bulk. So we’re 

buying thousands of these refrigerators on a bimonthly basis, 1000 pieces of quartz 

countertops that are prefab.

So we’re constantly on a rolling schedule, and we store them in local industrial flex 

warehouse spaces in all of our subject markets. So we have three of them. They’re 

about 15,000 square feet in each of our markets. And the one in DFW actually has 

the first three batches of units already called for and identified for this Tides on 

Oakland Hills investments. We have all the paint already teed up. We have all the 

wood already pre-stained. We have all the cabinet boxes already pre-measured and 

cut, all the countertops already prefab.

So what we do is we do all of our homework ahead of time while we’re in escrow 

because it’s the same exact materials across our entire portfolio. So we already have 
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the materials sitting in our flex space. And then while we’re in escrow, we go do all 

the measurements of the cabinet boxes, to the countertops, to the solar screens on 

the windows so that day one we’re ready to go and hit offense as opposed to sitting 

there, then hiring a designer and deciding what color we want to paint the building 

or get then going and ordering our stainless steel appliances. We have it already so 

that day one we’re ready to go and attack day one.

••••• 

Yeah. And I think it’s important to note that in addition to similar potential cost 

increases, we have passed that on to the general contractors quite a bit. And part of 

that comes with the scale that we have. The big scale and the consistent scale, we 

have literally purchased two months’ worth of supplies in advance because we know 

we’re going to use the exact same supplies. We’re going to use the same quartz. 

We’re going to use the same appliances, what have you such so that is one other 

way where we really created that production-line approach. And that also defends 

against inflation and cost growth, what have you, when you’re buying in bulk, buying 

in advance, but also fixing it and locking in. If you offer a supplier enough scale, you 

can lock in a fixed price, and that’s what we’ve done.

••••• 

Great. Thanks, Ryan. Thanks, Sean. Do you intend to conduct a cost segregation 
study?

••••• 

I’ll take that. Yes, the cost integration. Sorry, it’s a little bit of background interference, 

it sounds, when you’re talking. But with cost integration we do intend to do that, 

yes. We do that on 95% of our assets, almost all of them. We really enjoy doing the 

cost thing and benefiting from the bonus appreciation so that again, we are not 

tax experts. Please chat with your CPA. But it tends to produce a really strong tax 

benefit, especially in the year that we acquire. So in that case in 2022. So again, 

chat with your CPA, but we will intend on doing a cost seg and bonus appreciation 

analysis.

••••• 

Can you hear me better now? A little bit better?

Still pretty choppy, yeah.

••••• 

Okay. Bear with me here. Okay, let’s try this. What are the driving factors behind 
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the increase on NOI in year three, considering the renovations are expected to be 
completed in year two?

••••• 

Right. I think you’re asking about the driving factors between the growth of NOI 

between years two and year three. Yes. That’s largely due to the fact that during year 

two, we’re actually renovating along the way. So we would finish our renovations 

in month 23 is the current projection. So once you get into year three, you get the 

benefit of the higher rents across the entire year of that time period. So that makes 

a ton of sense. But also while you’re in the process of renovating and you’re trying 

to lease 10 to 12 units per month, you’re often not able to push those rents quite as 

high as you’d like. You have to thread the needle and create a balancing act between 

pushing rents as high as you could possibly get but also making sure that those 

units are moving and turning and leasing within that one-month period, so you are 

utilizing your vacancies and your down units.

So both in year three, we actually get a chance of not only having a 100% renovated 

property but also capturing some additional loss to lease where we maybe didn’t 

push quite as hard in year two. Well, now we can take that in year three and push that 

up as well. And then again, you just get more kinds of scale on expense side, which 

grow over time, but also other income models too. Those tend to grow as well as you 

can continue to grow. And again, those are sometimes... A lot of those little other 

income pet fees, application fees, whatever, sometimes they leave them as leasing 

tools to a way for... People who want to close a tenant or what have you in year three 

see a lot less of that. So you just see a lot of both top-line growth and also expense 

savings over the course of the renovation as a whole.

••••• 

And also to take that step further on the operation side or operation expense side of the 

business, as Sean alluded to scope, we’re spending $14,000 to $15,000 on each one of 

the units at each property. So by month 23 when you’re done with those renovations, 

you drastically reduced your monthly repairs and maintenance and turnover costs. So 

we’re able to operate that property much more efficiently for renovations.

••••• 

What are the extreme scenarios, lets say you see SOFR increase to two or two and 
a half percent. How would that change the returns?

••••• 

Yeah, it’s a great question. I touched on this earlier. So we are going to get that SOFR 

cap through MF1. MF1 requires us to get one, but quite frankly if they didn’t require 
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us to get one, we would still get one anyway as a prudent fiduciary investor because 

we know the current environment rates are rising. The fed is, like I mentioned earlier, 

they’re going to likely increase the fed rates by 75 BPs tomorrow and then another 

50 BPs in July and then potentially another 50 BPs in August. So inflation is high. 

The fed knows they have to increase rates and that’ll impact SOFR and sort of the 

borrowing metrics we’re basing our mortgages off of. So we do get that SOFR cap 

to mitigate any sort of potential sort of blowout and interest rates. But also this 

investment in particular is all about the backend multiple.

We’ve underwritten minimal cash flow over the two-year hold period. It’s really all 

about the backend multiple that you’re going to get when we sell this asset. And 

again, with rates rising, that means inflation is high. And with high inflation means 

there’s really high rental rates. So not only mortgage rates are high, but the rents 

that we’re charging at these properties are also very high. So while cash flow may 

be impacted by what’s going on in the capital markets, the fundamentals at the 

property themselves have never been stronger, and rental rates have never been 

higher. So we’re very, very bullish in terms of what we’re still seeing at the property 

level. And we think the interest rates are going to have a minimal impact on sort of 

the outsize return that you’re expected to receive on the back end of this investment.

••••• 

On your current loan terms, can you clarify some of your extension options? So 
in particular, the no-minimum debt yields for the first extension and then the 
minimum debt yield at six and a half for the first extension and 7% for the second 
extension. If you could elaborate on exactly what the debt yield means related to 
getting such extensions?

••••• 

Certainly. I think, again, we’re getting a little more interference there. But I believe 

you’re asking about the debt yield extensions with the loan, but not only on the 

first extension, which there’s really no... It’s a free extension. There’s really no test or 

anything. And then the second extent extension, you do have a debt yield test, and I 

can speak to that. So that’s basically just a metric that the lender looks at, debt yield 

being a ratio of your income to your debt. So it’s really simple algebra to back into, 

and one that we’re projecting to be way, way above should we need to take that 

option.

Now it is important to note that our plan is not to take any debt extensions. We are 

underwriting a shorter term hold period, two to three years really, in and out of this 

asset. That’s what we’ve been doing at Tides Equities. Our average hold period is 1.7 

years, and we’ve done very well by that. I mean, we have a $6 billion portfolio, and 

of the 30 transactions that we’ve done, a couple billion of dispositions, I should say, 

sales, that’s been the average, 1.7 years. So that is our current plan. We don’t intend 
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to get into extensions. Likely by the time we’ve done the renovations and seeing that 

kind of NOI growth and that value growth, we’ll actually be pretty under leverage. 

We’ll actually be sitting at a pretty low leverage to present value of the property 

once we take it to a higher level.

So it’s not likely that we’ll move through and you have to test these or get tested 

for these extensions. But on every deal that we’ve done and even on our worst end-

of-the-world scenarios, we still clear these metrics by a wide margin. And that just 

gives us a little bit of relief. If we get to year three or year four and something’s 

happened in the financial markets where, if refinance isn’t available to at least create 

a net neutral, we are able to buy two one-year extensions. So that feels pretty... It’s 

standard, par for the course and again, not plan A or even plan B. But it is nice to 

know that they’re there as options.

••••• 

Can you elaborate, Ryan, on what sort of cap is required for interest extensions, if 
any, as a lender?

••••• 

Yes. The rate caps, exactly. So as Sean Kia alluded to, the lenders are smart, right? 

They want to make sure that we’re not putting ourselves in a bad position by seeing 

rising rates. And it’s important to note that we’ve modeled in from the beginning the 

rates actually more aggressive. We’re currently using our downside scenario because 

it is such a strong deal, really stress testing this. And we’re modeling SOFR to go even 

further. And again, that’s when the rate caps kick in. Well, on the extension they’d 

like to make sure that you’re getting a future rate cap as well, just to make sure that 

you’re staying in that same scenario where you do have that downside protection. 

So that is something that, if we were to use the extensions, we would also purchase 

another rate cap. And it would just be kind of a refresher of where we’re at right now 

in terms of procedures.

••••• 

Great. And then is the Robinson Group affiliated to Tides Equities. And do they 
have any equity in the project?

••••• 

Yeah, certainly. So Robinson Group is definitely affiliated with Tides. So they were 

a small mom-and-pop operator in 2016 when we met them. They’re a second-

generation company started by Eric Robinson 30 years ago, since inherited and run 

by Jared Robinson, their current CEO. So they had about 1000 units in assets under 

management when we met them in 2016. And now they manage our entire portfolio 
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of roughly 30,000 units and that’s across Phoenix, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Nevada. 

So we do have an equity ownership percentage of the Robinson Group at this point. 

So they have an exclusivity with us. They are basically an in-house Tides management 

company, and we have vertical integration with them. We have say over who they 

hire, when they hire, how much they get paid, et cetera.

And then the principal of the Robinson Group, Jared Robinson himself, personally 

invests in every single deal that we do. So we really believe in an alignment of 

incentives from the Robinson Group, our management company, the boots on the 

ground, driving the force in terms of these renovations and in terms of leasing velocity. 

So Jared Robinson personally will have a six-figure investment in this asset, which 

makes us feel really good and sleep well at night, knowing the guy calling the shots 

on the property-management level has a vested interest in this deal. And he will be 

sure that, not only for his reputation’s sake, but he also has financial implications on 

the back end of it that he is going to be pushing this deal along, which makes us feel 

great.

••••• 

Great. Now we can move on to some of the questions that are popping up live on 

the chat. The first question being, “Can you guys talk a little bit about the strategy 
in case the economy takes a significant dip similar to what happened in 2008 and 
2009?”

••••• 

Yeah, certainly. So that’s something that Jason, Sean and myself chat about daily. And 

that’s really why we love multifamily real estate, frankly, and the position that it puts 

you in. So it is one of the most recession-resistant properties or, sorry, asset classes 

within real estate, within investing really. And you can look at the great recession 

in 2008 and you can look at COVID for great case studies on how much better 

and how much over-performance you saw from multifamily. And the main reason is 

people always need a place to live. And we’re in workforce housing because these 

are people that are renting by necessity. They don’t have the option to buy a home or 

really to move anywhere else. That’s another reason why we’re in lower-cost markets 

with great jobs and wage growth and all these good things. But really, it’s not like 

there’s an alternative. It’s not like someone who’s living in coastal Southern California 

that can then say, “Hey, it’s too expensive here. I’m going to move somewhere else.” 

They’re already in the less expensive place.

But what we’re doing and already we’re focusing on projecting this out is focusing 

on cash flows, focusing on cash management, and really your asset management. 

Where do we think rents are going? Fortunately, the best news in the world right 

now is that the fundamentals of the properties have actually never been better. 

Everyone has this doom-and-gloom outlook from the capital markets. You’re seeing 
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stock markets moving downward, what have you. But the fact of the matter is there’s 

really low unemployment. People always need a place to live. As Sean alluded to, 

inflationary environment means that rents are moving upward as well. And we really 

can’t find the ceiling with rents.

We own five other properties within one mile of here, and we continue to raise rents 

on a weekly basis. And we’re proving out higher rents than what we’re currently 

underwriting here. But to your question, Kamila, we are to the extent that we start 

seeing some real pain happening. You batten down the hatches. One of the first 

things you do is you probably halt renovating or diminish it, only do a couple per 

month. That’s so that you don’t have so many units offline sapping cash flows. 

Additionally we do still spend on leasing marketing. You want to make sure you 

have people coming in the door, but other expense areas that you try to minimize 

down as well. And that gets really easy when we’re not renovating and having units 

constantly needing to be leased.

It’s fairly simple to, especially for an established group like Tides, to run a property 

at cruise control, at a level plane. And that’s what we would do. We would manage 

for cash flows, maximize those, make sure that we’re covering all of our expenses, 

still getting some quarterly distributions out to investors, and really riding it out. So 

multifamily has one of the, if not the, strongest holding powers within any asset class. 

And again, we’ve seen values and multifamily hold through all of the recessions. And 

especially now, when you see things like the S&P 500 these days, what have you, 

multifamily feels like a really strong asset and really the strongest alternative that we 

know. So lots of levers that we can pull, but we definitely are in the right asset class 

for any kind of downstream scenario.

••••• 

Great. Thanks, Ryan. How much equity does Tides plan to invest in this property? 
And is that a typical amount that Tides invests in their other projects?

••••• 

Yeah, so we typically invest anywhere from 3% to 10% of the equity required in any 

given investment. On this particular investment, we’re on the slightly higher end of 

that. We’re about 7.5% of the equity stack. So of, call it the $11 million total equity 

that’s needed in this deal, we’re about $800,000 to $850,000 of that. And that’s 

contributed by Ryan and myself, by Jason, by a lot of the members on the team who 

invest in the deal. So we very much believe in having skin in the game, and that starts 

from the top down.

So we will have a significant chunk in this deal, us three personally, and then obviously 

the analysts and the rest of the team and the asset managers that round out the rest 

of the team. But that’s purely Tides Equities’ money that’s going into this deal. And 
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Tides Equities’ employees’ and team members’ as opposed to us just syndicating it 

out to one offs because we do believe that it’s important to have meaningful skin in 

the game.

••••• 

Got it. Yeah.

••••• 

And we just like this property. It’s a really good property and really strong bias. Of 

course we want to participate in that upside as well.

••••• 

If you were to present this deal today, meaning you got it under contract within 
the last 30 days, what would the post-renovation, whole-dollar rent look like as 
compared to the current rents of $1193 and $1.59 per square foot? And you can 

maybe talk a little bit about your other properties surrounding the subject and if 

there’s been any sort of changes that have occurred since you’ve gotten this under 

contract to those properties runs.

•••••

Yeah. So today in place rents at the property are just under $1000 a unit. On average, 

once we complete our renovation in year two, we’re looking at $1260. So you’re 

talking about roughly $300, $350 renovation premium for that $15,000 spent, which 

is a pretty good return on investment on a per-unit basis. That’s something we’ve 

experienced across the other properties that we own in the sub market. I think just to 

park back to some earlier comments, we really go long on sub markets specifically. 

And this is no special case.

So we own six properties in this particular part of East Fort Worth. I think that’s in 

the neighborhood of 800 to 900 units within that pocket. So we do command pretty 

good. We do command the pricing. And so I bring that up because we’re setting the 

pricing, we’re taking out competition by going long on that market. So we’re able 

to really drive rents the way we see those rents increasing over time. And a lot of 

that is based on the assumptions that we make on affordability, which is a metric 

we dive into pretty heavily at Tides, right? So we look at what are the 1-, 3-, 5-mile 

average incomes? And we base our rent and our premiums and our rent growth off 

of those assumptions and those facts. And so that gives us a lot of confidence. We 

go on a property like Tides on Oakland Hills. We’ve done this before, again, as the 

gentleman have said this. This is very much wash, rinse, and repeat for us. And so, we 

have a lot of confidence. And beyond that you’re talking about Fort Worth. Greater 

DFW, quite frankly, is one of the largest or strongest job markets in all of the country, 
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tons of in migration, tons of jobs up and down I30, whether you go east or west to 

Fort Worth to the mid-cities of Arlington. And even further east into Dallas and East 

Dallas there’s jobs all along that corridor. This is really kind of the beating heart of 

workforce housing at DFW.

•••••

Great. Thanks, Jason. There’s a question that came in about what you guys are 
budgeting for the rate cap purchase at closing.

•••••

Yeah. I can go ahead and take that. So we have about $800,000 budgeted. Right 

now we get soft quotes from Chatham probably every other day. They were as low 

as $450,000 at one point. They’re as high as $1.2 million at one point. So it’s sort of 

fallen in the middle right now, about that $800,000 number. We have a little bit of 

cushion in there. We have a few hundred thousand dollars of padding because we 

never want to be underfunded on a deal. So we always have a little bit of working 

capital. We always like to under promise and over deliver and be conservative and 

sort of pad those numbers in our coffers.

So we do expect it to fall a little bit below of what we have budgeted, but as of now 

it’s about $800,000 is the latest estimate. And we’re going to continuously refresh 

that on a daily basis as rates are jumping around, as rates are moving. And that 

$800,000 number is as of this morning. So that’s factoring in the projected 75 basis 

point rate hike that the fed’s likely going to announce tomorrow and all the sort of 

choppiness that we’ve seen in the capital markets.

•••••

Thanks. That’s helpful. Can you talk a little bit about why there’s no cash on cash 
being thrown off from the current proforma?

•••••

Certainly. Yeah, so in this property especially, and especially in a rising interest-rate 

environment, that is one place where you’re going to see the impact is going to be 

the cash flow, especially on a property like this that has such an under management 

story. So the current property manager is just a mom-and-pop person, out-of-

state absentee owner, hasn’t been pushing rents, hasn’t implemented the kind of 

institutional real estate practices that Tides Equities will be implementing. So what 

that does, that puts you a bit in a hole when you have a higher interest rate like we 

have right now.  

However, it’s factored into the pricing. So the pricing comes down when you see that. 

And also you have a lot more upside to grow and go after and capture. So there is a 
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tradeoff here, and it usually is a tradeoff that’s to the benefit of the investor like it is 

in this case. So we are projecting larger-than-average, whole-dollar returns, both in 

multiple and IRR as a tradeoff for those lower cash-on-cash deals.

We believe we have to go in there. There’s going to be some re-tenanting that needs 

to get done. And really it’s just going to take time. We only have a dozen units per 

month or so that we can actually come do a dozen to 20 units that won’t renew, 

that will come due, that’ll be open for release. And so while multifamily leases, that’s 

great, you do get only 12-month leases and get the touch there spread throughout 

the year. So, what we’ve done is we’ve baked in a large interest rate reserve, actually 

additional padding that Sean alluded to for any kind of OPEX shortfalls, basically any 

surprises that we may find.

Sometimes you take over a property. We don’t expect that here, but sometimes we 

take over a property, and there’s a lot of bad tenants. You have to move them out, 

and then you have to deal with that kind of a short-term vacancy and such. So we 

have about $650,000 in miscellaneous cushion just for anything that might crop up. 

And again, this is part of the ways that we can play defense. We have an interesting 

environment. We have raising interest rates, great fundamentals and boots on the 

ground. But it still feels prudent to make sure that we have that cash buffer to not 

only the operations of the properties, but for investors as well. So it is priced in.

And we’re seeing this more often in this new paradigm as we’re acquiring. We’ve 

closed on 40 acquisitions this year already, and we are seeing a tradeoff of a little 

bit lower cash flows. That’s just natural when mortgage rates go up. But because of 

the impact on pricing, the impact on cap rates, it’s still a net larger return than we 

were expecting. And that’s what we have here at Copper Creek, at Tides in Oakland 

is what I mean.

•••••

Can you talk a little bit about who the perspective buyer of a property such as this is 
and who has been kind of your buyer on other similar assets in the Fort Worth area?

•••••

Yeah, certainly. So what Tides does that’s really unique is that we go in there, we 

carry all the deferred maintenance, and then we prove out those post-renovated 

rents. As Jason and Ryan mentioned earlier, we have about five other assets in this 

East Fort Worth sub market. So we know what rents we can take this to. Whereas 

another buyer, another sort of Tides Equities competitor wouldn’t necessarily have 

the confidence in their ability to get those higher post-renovated rents.  

So what we do is we go in there, renovate about 15 to 20% of the units to that post-

renovated scope, and we sort of see if there’s any appetite out there for buyers. 
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If not, we’ll go there, continue to churn through more of the units, and then we’ll 

churn through into 100% of the units. In this case, we’re already doing 100% of the 

units over two-year hold, but what’s nice about the Tides Equities business plan is 

we have the ability to capture a really wide net of potential buyers. We have the 

ability to capture that sort of 20% renovated. There are other sort of Tides Equities 

competitors that want to go in there and just have us do all the hard work, prove out 

the rents by doing a few of each unit type, and then copying our business plan and 

taking it, call it from 20% renovate to 100% renovated.

Or alternatively we have the buyer pool that just wants to buy the 100%-renovated 

asset. And that’s more of either a high-net-worth individual that just wants to park his 

money somewhere and clip his coupon. We’ve already done all the work quite literally, 

and he just has to collect his rent check every month. Or other more conservative 

family offices or private equity shops that don’t want to do the work, that don’t have 

the infrastructure to do the work. They don’t have the contractors on payroll. They 

don’t have the management company that they trust and they believe in that can 

push those rents for them and push along those renovations. So they’re just going to 

want to come in and collect their coupon as well. They just want to park a large sum 

of money, collect their monthly or quarterly dividend, and call it a day and obviously 

get the tax benefits as well that come with real estate investing.

•••••

Awesome. Thank you. There’s a lot of questions coming in about cap rates and 

generally what you’re buying Tides on Oakland Hills at, what cap rate and what 
you’re exiting at and generally if you foresee or how you see cap rates changing 
with this rising interest rate environment.

•••••

Yeah. I’ll take that one. So our going-in cap rate here at this property is about 5%. 

We’ve seen a lot of changes, and in cap rates, as you alluded to, over the last about 

three to four months, there’s some pricing discovery going on in the markets. And 

that’s happening real time as we’re out looking at other properties as well. So we’re 

taking that into account, into our analysis. We usually underwrite fairly conservative 

cap rates on the exit here. I think we’re exiting at, call it five and a quarter exit cap, 

which feels pretty good for this vintage. This is 1980s suburban workforce housing. 

And so we look at that, we look at what the price per pound is on a per-door basis 

at the exit. And we kind of triangulate between transactions that are happening real 

time, transactions that some of those of which are ours. And we do a really good job 

of tracking the transactions in the sub market that we operate in and surrounding 

areas. So you combine those three pieces of information, and we arrive...   

Awesome. There’s a question on here about whether it’s common to add back 
CapEx reserves into the NOI when capitalizing or when determining the reversion 
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value at sale. Can you comment a little bit on that calculation?

•••••

Sure. Yeah, it is. Basically there’s just various industry standards, and in this case 

you just want to make sure that you’re kind of staying apples to apples in the rest 

of the players there. Because that is a line item that people... It’s just a reserve. It’s 

not something that’s actually impacting your operating. You’re getting those funds 

back should you not use them, which we almost never do because we’ve fortunately 

been under budget at every property that we’ve met. It doesn’t impact the actual 

net operating income of the property and therefore shouldn’t be included. So it’s 

really just an industry standard situation though. And every market has that, whether 

you’re doing before taxes or after taxes, what have you. It’s important just to stay 

apples to apples. But yeah, that’s very down the middle of the fairway.

•••••

Great. There’s a question on here about whether you expect to distribute K-1s. I 
think the answer is yes, right?

•••••

Yes, definitely.

•••••

Yeah. Definitely going to distribute K-1s.

•••••

And then this person’s also asking about solo 401(k) investments and IRAs. And I 
would just ask that you speak to your RM investor relations representative on that 
question.

•••••

Definitely. We’ve had people do it in the past. They should just refer to their tax 

consultants and IR representatives as well for sure.

•••••

Great. I think that’s al. I’m not seeing any... Oh, here’s one more. What’s the average rent 
growth compared to the average OPEX growth for the entirety of the project?
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I’m really happy someone asked this question cause I was going to bring up rent 

growth and just how conservative we’re being on rent growth. Specifically we’re only 

underwriting 3.25% rent growth every year in this property. And we’re seeing 10 plus 

percent rent growth in this sub market and in the greater market. So that is one area 

that we’re being extremely conservative on. The second, which kind of connected to 

it, is that we’re not underwriting any additional loss to lease from classic units, units 

that we’re not going in to renovate. We’re not underwriting any loss to lease other 

than what the person, the seller has already captured. And in this case the seller has 

captured exactly zero loss to lease.

If you look at rents from 12 months ago versus rents from today, they’re exactly the 

same. They just haven’t raised rents in years, which is crazy considering the upward 

trajectory that rents had been on and have actually accelerated since January first of 

this year. So that is one area that we’re being super conservative on, and that sets us 

up to succeed and over perform.

And then in terms of OPEX, we are underwriting an inflation percentage, depending 

on the line item, 2.5% to 3%. Now inflation is growing faster than that in the CPI, 

consumer price index. But for multifamily real estate in our pricing and the prices 

that we’ve negotiated and locked in, they have fixed inflationary percentages on 

almost every line item. So you’re locking in a cost of trash, for example, or marketing, 

or things like that. And in those contracts baked in, you have smaller amounts. So it 

actually benefits us in an inflationary environment to have those locked in.

And again, that’s what you’re getting, a lot of umbrella pricing. That’s stuff that we’ve 

negotiated as Tides Equities with $6 billion AUM. We’ve gone out and kind of flexed 

our muscles a little bit with that size. And that benefits the individual investor in 

Tides on Oakland Hills because we’re able to pass that savings on to the investors. So 

yeah, really pretty good story there. I think the rent growth is one area where we’re 

very confident we’ll over perform. But we like to always under promise and over 

deliver. And that’s one area where I think we will.

•••••

Yeah. And to take that one step further is, as Ryan mentioned, we have double-digit 

rank growth projected for this year. But if you look at the rank growth projections 

over the next five years, they’re in the high single digits. And we’re still underwriting 

just over 3%. So if we look to exit this asset in two years, the future buyer is still going 

to be able to underwrite high single digit rent growth, and that’ll allow them to pay 

a massive premium for this asset. And these are latest, current, fresh numbers. It’s 

not like these are stale numbers before all the capital market fluctuations sort of 

happened. These are active numbers that are currently being refreshed. They were 

double digits for the next couple years, but they’re still high single digits going all 

the way through 2026. So us underwriting just over 3% feels very conservative here. 
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Great. Thank you, guys. I’m going to give it one more minute here to see if there’s any 

additional questions that pop up.

•••••

Yeah. Kamila Bazydlo while we wait. There’s one big factor that I want to bring up 

that... I would just keep reading more and more data about it, but that I find very 

interesting, and that’s actually the cost of purchasing a new home and the barriers 

to entry there in today’s market. I mean, we’ve seen in Dallas-Fort Worth one of the 

highest growth rates in the whole country in terms of single-family home prices, 25% 

to 35% year over year growth. And from 2020 to 2021 there is 20% growth. So it’s 

compounding on itself. So you’re really seeing that single-family home price move up 

very exponentially. And now with mortgage rates moving up as well, it seems like, at 

least in Southern California and some markets, a touch of slow down there. But it’s 

because mortgage rates are so much more difficult to get, and there’s less people.

So the goal post is moving for home ownership. And how that’s important and how 

that’s really been a boom to our asset class is that people can’t afford to buy a new 

house. And that’s been a traditional outflow of tenants, especially tenants in our 

renovated product. Actually very often they will choose a Tides Equities Class-B plus 

renovation as opposed to going to a Class-A, even though they can afford it, because 

they’re trying to save that extra $500 to $1000 per month on rent. It’s nice enough. 

It feels good but allows them to still save.

So that’s been traditionally historically Tides’ biggest outflow where we lose tenants 

is to buying a new home. And in the past 12 months we just haven’t been losing 

people because they just can’t. And so I think that’s something that really gives 

us a lot of comfort. We’ve seen growth in the 10% range. But when single-family 

home growth is in the 25% to 35% range, those two are correlated, and there’s tons 

of economic studies behind this. But single-family home growth holds rent growth 

upward, and there’s still a huge gap there. So it makes us feel like there’s a lot more 

room to run upwards before we even reach a peak. And we haven’t even gotten there 

in terms of rent growth specifically.

•••••

I’m glad you mentioned that. Thanks, Ryan.

•••••

Yeah, I would say in addition to that, DFW in particular the specific entry point and 

the buying new homes for this demographic is probably in the range of the $200,000 

to $400,000 price range. These folks just don’t have the savings or the expendable 

income to put a sizable 15%, 20% down payment on a home combined with the in 

migration we get from other major markets like the New Yorks, the Chicagos, the 
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LAs where you have folks that are coming from areas where they make much larger 

incomes than the average person in Texas. And they can afford to pay all cash for 

housing. So it kind of just finds us the simple nature of the dynamics in Texas. The 

folks that have lived here for a lifetime aren’t able to compete in today’s housing 

market for new homes.

•••••

There’s a question that popped up about your guys’ diligence process leading up 

to closing. This particular investor was in a prior investment that had to be sold 

prematurely because they discovered existing conditions worse than they expected. 

So can you speak to your due diligence and how you’re insulated against any 
surprises?

•••••

Yeah, so that starts really on the front end of our acquisition with our acquisitions 

team. And we do a very deep dive in the properties, whether it’s myself or folks that 

work underneath me or our asset management team visiting the properties. We have 

the best practice of having third-party inspection partners come out and review the 

entire property from roof to foundation. So we’re getting third-party advice, third-

party data on the condition of the properties.

We also early on in the process involve our insurance companies. And we get three 

to five years of lost funds where whenever we’re able to capture that information 

and we build those metrics into our assumptions. And by going out to market and 

getting quotes for properties that may or may not have losses. Or based on their 

geographic location, we have a pretty good understanding of what those costs are 

going to look like before we even begin to bid out on a property. So by the time 

we get to the end of due diligence, we kind of know that asset like the back of our 

hands. So we feel very comfortable moving forward with it.

•••••

Yeah. And to take that one step further, I mean, just look at how much we’re budgeting. 

We’re budgeting over $1 million for unidentified deferred. So we already have certain 

line items called out, and then we have $1 million padding on top of that. And also 

we own five other properties in this sub market. We own over 40 assets in DFW. So 

we even know what it takes to run and operate ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s vintage assets 

in DFW with the rain, with the hail, with the wind that they see. So we have a really 

big sample size of our current portfolio where we know the traditional things that go 

wrong with the ACs and the roofs and the piping and the plumbing and the electrical. 

So we have really good data behind that, which allows us to budget accordingly and 

then pad accordingly on top of that, which makes us sleep well at night. 
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Got it. So based on your responses there, would it be fair to assume that someone 
from the Tides team has gone through every unit at the subject property?

•••••

Yeah, definitely. So we do full-unit walks and we identify in conjunction with our 

general contracting team. So, the team that’s actually going to be doing the work 

is actually accompanying along with the third-party groups that Jason mentioned 

too. So we’re getting individual unit scopes. And if there’s a unit that’s really beaten 

up, we’re marking that down, and we’re actually targeting those first for renovations, 

capturing ones that have the biggest loss lease and the biggest upside. Proud to 

say we’re 9% under budget and a month and a half ahead of schedule on all of our 

properties thus far. So knock on wood that stays the same, but I don’t see why it 

wouldn’t. We have a really good, well dialed-in thing. We do pad our budgets, and 

we’re pretty conservative on that, as Sean alluded to, all that money for miscellaneous. 

But that gives us some protection if surprises arise. And if they don’t, then it’s just 

more profits to the investors.

•••••

Awesome. Well, it looks like we are kind of running out of time here, and I don’t think 

there’s any additional questions that have popped up, so we can sign off. Thank 

you, Sean, Ryan, and Jason for your time today. And as always, if you have any 

questions, please refer to the offering documents on the RealtyMogul platform. And 

any additional questions can be forwarded on to the Tides team. So contact your 

investor relations representative. Thank you, everybody. Thanks for the time.

•••••

Thank you.

•••••

Thank you.
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